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HOW TO TAKE YOUR
COMPANY FROM

GOOD
TO 

GREAT
 "Many people, including myself, believe that 
there is no reason to buy fashion or new 
clothes at this time. Does that make us bad 
humans? Well, I have something to tell you – 

We have 40 daily wagers in (Mumbai alone) 
who work for their families' day in and out, to 
support them for basic needs as food, 
shelter, and a roof over their head. If you 
boycott an industry, these people go down 
with it. Every industry needs to run, for the 
sole purpose of keeping their employee 
family happy. If you are one of those who 
think we stop spending on fashion we are 
saving money and in return helping you 
might be wrong.

Courtesy : Authority Magazine

Think once again. 
There are more ways to support the ecosystem! 
I believe in #Togetherwecan and would like you to believe in the same.

MR. KAMLESH CHANDIRAMANI
Co-founder/CEO
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/kamlesh-chandiramani-84148220/?utm_source=MissLondonMag&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kamlesh-chandiramani-84148220/?utm_source=MissLondonMag&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
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Welcome to Miss London! 

It’s a new and exciting endeavour which aims to inspire and 
inform about New Fashion and Trends. The monthly magazine 
is informative, fun and lot of interesting peek into latest 
collections being curated for upcoming seasons, trailing the 
fads which will be just not fading anytime soon and influencers 
who will be seen promoting things further. 

We will be keeping you up-to-date with all the things which 
social media queens are checking out and the lifestyle utilities 
which seem to have become bare essentials – like the neck 
pillow or the hot water bags which are all in vogue! From 
Concept to Consumer – Products to Feedbacks, we will be 
covering lots of whacky stuff which goes unnoticed sometimes. 

I am grateful to the amazing and incredibly passionate team, for 
taking out some interesting things out and coming up with this 
newsletter cum monthly update! Hope you’ll enjoy reading it as 
much as we did while making it.

DITOR’S
VOICEe
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omen's knee high boots 
are back this season and 

it's one of my favourite 
footwear trends. I love this 

season, and have been wearing black 
knee high boots, ankle boots, over the 
knee, lace up boots and thigh high 
boots for past few years.

I feel like every woman needs to own 
at least 3 pairs;  snake skin printed 
boots, flats for running around every 
day, and a pair of black stilettos for 
weekends, date nights and for more 
feminine look. Recently, I found out 
stylish bunch of boots from London 
Rag which felt worth every deal, and I 
am excited to let everyone know 
about it!

Knee high boots have taken 
over from ankle styles for 
2021. Ankle boots will always 
be wardrobe chief and aren't 
out, the shoe du jour is the 
knee high or mid-calf boot. 
The mid-calf boots are not 
easy to pull off, if you're more 
athletic, but knee-highs are 
always sexy. I have a pair of 
stiletto knee high boots are 
something I look forward to 
pull out of storage every Fall, 
that have been on repeat for 
about 5 years now!

Knee h igh  boots  a ren ' t 

something you should have problem 
investing in as you get so much out of 
them. I like the colour black, it goes 
with everything. You can go crazy with 
all options available out there. Flat 
knee high, neutral, colourful, metallic, 
chunky, coned and stiletto high heel. 
I'm absolutely loving all of them. 
Especially lug soles are everyone`s 
favourites in 2021. Personally I love the 
classic black vegan leather laced up 
boots for running around every day 
and chunky soles give an edgy feel to 
your mini dresses.

Trending around the millennial is the 
stiletto heel black knee high boot but 
I'm also loving the white thigh high 

long PU leather boots trending right 
now on Instagram. Also loving the 
vibe of the thigh high long boots with 
clear block heels, and the pointed toe 
seems to add some spark to the 
mood.

How to style knee high 
boots
To style your long boots under your 
midi skirts and over jeans, or with cut 
out sweater dresses and long line 
jackets. They're such versatile that 
can be styled with a lot of your 
closet.

A lot of knee high boots have 
goldware that go impeccably with all 

Turn up 
the heat 

with knee 
high boots 
this Winter

Every
woman 
needs to 
own these
boots

https://www.londonrag.com/products/quilt-knee-high-block-heeled-boots?utm_source=MissLondonMag&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
https://www.londonrag.com/products/bubble-high-block-heeled-over-the-knee-boots?utm_source=MissLondonMag&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
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of your gold jewellery that's still in 
fashion for Fall Winter. However, leave 
the rest of your outfit more simple if 
you want your boots to be the focus. A 
black or cream roll neck sweater 
dress, roll neck and leather skirt, or 
blazer and jeans are perfect.

Knee high boots have been a winter 
favourite, but you can wear them 
year-round with a range of outfits. 
And now that you are excited about 
knee high boots.

But not sure how to style them? Let 
me share few secrets.

Styling Knee Highs: The Dos 
and the Don'ts
Skinny jeans are a go-to

The tight style of skinny jeans makes 
them perfect for wearing under knee 
high boots. Suede, patent, riding, 
heeled or slouchy boots can all be 
worn with jeans. Match with a plain tee 
or blouse, with a jacket or cardigan 

over the top. Heeled boots are a great choice for social occasions, and you 
can opt for snake skin or a bright colour if you want to stand out.

One thing to keep in mind here is to not wear tops that go past your hips. 
This can give off the illusion of your body being disproportioned.

Styling boots with skirts and dresses
Knee high boots can be styled with range of outfits like; short, knee 
length or with midi skirts and dresses. Floral skirts look fantastic with 
knee high boots, a basic tee and leather jacket too. It gives your 
outfit a blend of feminine and ultramodern touch and the boots help 
take your favourite apparel pieces through every season. During 
the colder months you can wear leggings or pair of tights under 
your boots.

How not to wear knee high boots?
While there are numerous ways to wear knee high boots, there are 
some outfits that you should select for another type of footwear 
instead.

1. Knee high boots fit well over skinny jeans, but not so much over 
pant or straight legged mid-high jeans that don't hug your skin. You 
can try to wear your pants over your boots, but this often means 
seeing the line of the top of your boots through the material.

2. Maxi skirts. Styling knee high boots with shorter skirts often goes 
well, but matching with a maxi skirt is a fashion NO NO. Not only it's 
absurd to have those gorgeous boots covered up, but it can look an 
oddball with the contrasting womanish flow of the skirt.

Tips for buying ankle and knee high boots
Keep these tips in mind, while you're shopping for a new pair of High 
Knee or ankle boots:

Go for boots with a heel to help make your legs look longer, If you're 
on the shorter side.

1. To avoid the top pinching into your legs. Look for boots that 
have a wider shaft if you have larger calves. As many shoppers don't 
know their calf size, so struggle to find perfect fit.

2. Boots should be steady fitting, unless you are specifically 
wanting droopy boots.

3. If you're not sure on what colour to choose, black or tan are the 
most protean.

4. Don't skimp on the quality. It's easy to find aa pair of high heels 
on the high streets, but when it comes to quality product, the 
difference is clear. Find out fine vegan leather boots that last you for 
years to come.

5. Whether your ankle is narrow or straight, think about the look 
you are going for. Almond or square toe shapes and ankle cut of a 
boot can really help with the comfort and fit. This small features can 
really change the look of the boots.

6. Height of your boots can make all the difference to an outfit. 
Ankle boots offer flexibility for all year style. You can't beat an over 
the knee boot to pair with a dress or jeans. Then you have the trusty 
knee high boots for almost any occasion.

https://www.londonrag.com/products/croc-stiletto-knee-high-boot?utm_source=Page6&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
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hat are your first thoughts once you get up every morning? 
Breakfast? Workout? What to wear? for many people, it's “What 

do I wear today?”. With this question coming to your head almost 
every day it's hard to shortlist that perfect #OOTD that looks chic and 
comfortable at the same time. With lots of other important things to figure out 
throughout the day, stressing about your #OOTD or how you look shouldn't 
bump up the situation. Dressing up 
fastidiously is a priority for many of us 
but doing it with ease without creating a 
m o b  i n  o u r  r o o m  i s  a  t a s k .
Getting ready for a party or work in your 
desired outfit automatically lifts your 
mood, triggers a positive state of mind, 
and sets the tone for the day. When you 
love your outfit and also the way you 
look, it makes you feel beautiful and 
more sure of yourself, which adds 
bounce to your walk. But if you don't like 
your outfit, it surely causes you to look 
less confident, less happy and can ruin 
your day.

From book marking your favourite 
fashion brand's new ins to influencer's 

best looks to doing a little research on the 
newest trends online, we all have spent hours 
scrolling on Instagram. 

Yet sometimes we are not able to be sure 
about what to wear given the occasion and 

how to slay. Well don't worry, 
we've got information from top 
fashion trends  to  fashion 
influencers we've skimmed out 
the modest looks that you can 
slay every day without investing 
much time and energy. But 
before we get there, here's a fast 
guide to picking the perfect outfit 
to slay. 

A smart way to Choose 
Your Outfit of the day.
Heading out for a formal meeting 
or casual date, dressing up nicely 
is needed because who doesn't 

Ideas 
to power up

your 
looks

https://www.londonrag.com/products/i-mean-business-work-jacket?utm_source=Page7&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
https://www.londonrag.com/collections/new-in/products/full-sleeve-cropped-cardigan?utm_source=Page7&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
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love being all stylish and sexy! In the end, your outfit is what speaks to 
everyone before you do! 

A quick list of stuff you have to adhere to while choosing your outfit. 
Remember, you can't have an incredible day with a horrible outfit.

*  Does It Fit?
This is one of the 
important criteria that 
you  s imp ly  must 
hinder in your mind 
when choosing an 
outfit. Many times, we 
wear an outfit that is 
way too big or too 
small for us, making us 
look more distressed 
and ill-dressed. It's 
important to go for the 
right size according to 
your body type unless 
you plan to wear an 
oversized cardigan or 
a boyfriend t-shirt.

Colors that go well and 
fit your personality are 
v e r y  i m p o r t a n t . 
Identify the colors that 
match your skin tone, 
your mood, and also 
the event. If you're 

feeling lively and blissed go for an upbeat hue and if you're feelia 
ng little gloomy choose a color that makes you happy and lifts your 
mood. Colors have the power to influence your mood so together 
with the right fit, choosing the correct shade is vital.

 

 Is Your Outfit Flattering?��

Everyone needs to keep this one thing in mind while choosing 
clothes is “Are my best features being highlighted?” or “Does the 
outfit make your figure look good?”. And if the answer is 
affirmative, you go ahead with the outfit but if not then look out for 
an alternative that looks good on your body.� 

* Is It Balanced?��

You have to analyze that the patterns, prints, color, and also fabric 
all are toning when synced together. If you are feeling that 
something looks out of place, be it an earring or a purse, scrap it 
out before it messes with your look. If you decide on an oversized 
shirt or a sweater, pair it with slim-fit bottoms to stay poised.�

 
* What Does the Outfit Say About You?��

Your outfit is going to speak before you do! So it's necessary to 

convey the right message. Select outfit 
according to the event, place, and time 
because you don't want to be in talks for all 
wrong reasons. People judge one another on 
the idea of their outfit and dressing sense so 
it's better to create your impression the best 
one.

If you stick to these rules regularly, no one can 
stop you from looking forever gorgeous and 
stylish.

Another crucial aspect to consider while 
selecting your outfit is “How`s your day going 
to be like?”. If your day is fun and chill, you can 
go for something casual like a t-shirt with 
jeans, joggers, or shorts. But if your day is filled 
with business meetings and full of formal 
interaction, you should choose a pair of 
business trousers or a formal skirt with subtle 
shirts and a blazer. Since you're now almost a 
professional at choosing the perfect outfit, 
here are outfits that'll get you able to slay all 
day, every day.

Dresses
One thing to keep in mind here is to not wear 
tops that go past your hips. This can give off 
t h e  i l l u s i o n  o f  yo u r  b o d y  b e i n g 
disproportioned.

https://www.londonrag.com/collections/new-in/products/solid-casual-full-sleeve-shirt?utm_source=Page7&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon


Styling boots with skirts and 
dresses
Knee high boots can be styled with 
range of outfits like; short, knee 
length or with midi skirts and 
dresses. Floral skirts look fantastic 

with knee high boots, a basic tee 
and leather jacket too. It gives your 
outfit a blend of feminine and 
ultramodern touch and the boots 
help take your favourite apparel 
pieces through every season. 
During the colder months you can 
wear leggings or pair of tights under 
your boots.

How not to wear knee high 
boots?
While there are numerous ways to 
wear knee high boots, there are 
some outfits that you should select 
for another type of footwear 
instead.

1. Knee high boots fit well over 

skinny jeans, but not so much over 
pant or straight legged mid-high 
jeans that don't hug your skin. You 
can try to wear your pants over 
your boots, but this often means 
seeing the line of the top of your 
boots through the material.

2. Maxi skirts. Styling knee high 
boots with shorter skirts often goes 
well, but matching with a maxi skirt 
is a fashion NO NO. Not only it's 
absurd to have those gorgeous 
boots covered up, but it can look an 
oddball  with the contrasting 
womanish flow of the skirt.

Tips for buying ankle and 
knee high boots
Keep these tips in mind, while 
you're shopping for a new pair of 
High Knee or ankle boots:

Go for boots with a heel to help 
make your legs look longer, If you're 
on the shorter side.

1. To avoid the top pinching into 

your legs. Look for boots that have 
a wider shaft if you have larger 
calves. As many shoppers don't 
know their calf size, so struggle to 
find perfect fit.

2. Boots should be steady fitting, 
unless you are specifically wanting 
droopy boots.

3. If you're not sure on what colour 
to choose, black or tan are the most 
protean.

4. Don't skimp on the quality. It's 
easy to find aa pair of high heels on 
the high streets, but when it comes 
to quality product, the difference is 
clear. Find out fine vegan leather 
boots that last you for years to 
come.

5. Whether your ankle is narrow or 
straight, think about the look you 
are going for. Almond or square toe 
shapes and ankle cut of a boot can 
really help with the comfort and fit. 
This small features can really 
change the look of the boots.

6. Height of your boots can make 
all the difference to an outfit. Ankle 
boots offer flexibility for all year 
style. You can't beat an over the 
knee boot to pair with a dress or 
jeans. Then you have the trusty 
knee high boots for almost any 
occasion.
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Stick to these 
rules and, no 
one can stop 
you from 
looking 
forever 
gorgeous

https://www.londonrag.com/collections/skirts/products/raw-hem-distressed-denim-skirt?utm_source=Page9&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
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Being  part  of  design  and 
deliverance, we have found it 
important to bring ethical 

changes to our design processes and 
realize the ways we are responsible not 
only to customers but also to the 
society – from artisans and shoemakers 
to customers. Right from design and 
conception to prototypes and multiple 
stages of testing, we make sure to stay 
committed to comfort and style while 
adhering to ecological sustainable 
practices.

Aesthetically pleasing and ecologically friendly, the wooden stack heels are a firm base to the 
overall design. Latex cushioning in the insole absorbs shocks and keep feet stress free. You can 
never be tired with these ones on your feet and in fact, might love walking in these!

Comfort & Joy

Rag & Co 
Gem

Woven Cotton
Flats Cotton

Woven Styles

100%
Hand made

with LOVE

https://ragnco.com/pages/mariana-by-ragandco?utm_source=Page10&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
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HandCrafted with LOVE

DECORATIVE 
TUSSELS

SUEDE FRAMEDCOTTON 
WOVEN BODY

CUSHION INSOLE

SOLID WOODEN OUTSOLE

The Quality Craftsmanship

Naturally Beautiful

We bring forward, our range of MIRIAM WOVEN 
MULES from Rag & Co. A limited collection of 
handcrafted mules in 100% Cotton double ply hand-
woven upper – set in genuine cruelty free leather. 
The mule’s design holds the feet properly and the 
anti-skid helps keep a good grip even on the 
smoothest surfaces. The quality craftsmanship 
shows up in durability. Genuine leather settles 
according to the shape of foot and makes a very 
comfortable every day wear, also keeping the closed 
toe shoe smell free. 

Decorated with monochrome tassels and 
suede lining frame, these pair of mules are head 
turners and uplift the look in no time. These are 
available in bright primary combinations with 
white – in Red, Yellow, Green, Blue and Black. 
Striving to maintain high standards of quality 
ensuring customer satisfaction keeping in mind 
ethical and sustainable practices has been our 
agenda. Refraining from stock piling and 
pushing products – dealing with high quality 
fine designs which helps to express oneself is all 
on process at Rag & Co. studio.

https://ragnco.com/products/mariana-red-woven-flat-mules-with-tassels?utm_source=Page11&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
https://ragnco.com/products/mariana-yellow-woven-flat-mules-with-tassels?utm_source=Page11&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
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https://ragnco.com/pages/mariana-by-ragandco?utm_source=Page10&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
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Checks Knitted Vest
Vests have been an essential sartorial 

part both for practical purposes and as 
part of a formal look. 

Yet, vests didn't become a wardrobe 
staple of women’s wear until the 
seventies, when they entered the 
mainstream as semi-casual work 
apparel. 

By the late nineties and early Y2Ks, it 
came into fashion for females to wear 
vests as part of their everyday style. 

The rest is history as since also, vests 
have taken over women`s wardrobe. 

The vest is quite iconic, and still truly 
significant to this day– just make sure 
you stay off from the vest-centered 
combo as part of a three-piece attire. 

Don't own a vest yet? DIY an old v-neck 
sweater by taking out off the sleeves or 
layering a sleeveless tee over a long-
sleeved shirt to achieve a similar look. 

Oversized Bomber Jackets
Puffer jackets should generally rest close 

Winter is incredible until the struggle gets real, 
and you have to decide what to wear for an 
event or a casual night-outs with friends. For 
outfit inspiration, Instagram is an endless virtual 
runway. Those Youtube haul videos and #OOTD 
Instagram posts are a guiding light whether 
you’ve fallen into a fashion rut or you just wanna 
add more fun to your wardrobe. The brands and 
influencers who drive the IGTV scene aren’t racking up those big followings for no reason. As they've got creative and 
inspirational on their install feeds which gives you closet envy, and they just might send you down an online shopping black 
hole giving major #FOMO.

Fashion 
Trends
of the 
Season

https://www.londonrag.com/collections/jackets/products/zipper-faux-leather-biker-jacket?utm_source=Page13&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
https://www.londonrag.com/collections/tops-blouses/products/ruffle-dreams-tie-up-top?utm_source=Page13&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
https://www.londonrag.com/collections/new-in/products/houndstooth-knitted-vest-top?utm_source=Page13&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon


to the hip line – unless you've decided to 
go for as lightly cropped style. 

The clingy handcuff shouldn't go beyond 
or above your wrists, no matter what the 
size is. 

The cuffs should be closed tight, if it hangs 
over your hand loosely, go a size down. 

The colors, in this case, should be 
practically neutral, which somehow 
compliments the underneath outfit for an 
easy voguish aesthetic. 

Cropped Cardigans
Nothing defines the contemporary 
fashion trends relatively like a cropped 
cardigan. 

Anyhow, if putting together a cute 
outfit seems too critical to handle 
right now, a skinny knit with your 
favorite jeans – stylish jeans 
for women – is the perfect 
answer. 

Styles  range  from 
introductory button-
ups to exaggerated, 
s t r e t c h e d ,  o r 
published knits, so 
the re ' s  enough 
c o m m o d i t y  f o r 
everyone. 

You can style these 
shrunken knits with 
slip skirts and a faux 
leather jacket, especially 
if you need another layer of 
protection. 

Of course, jeans and 
thrills are also great 
incidents for a cropped 
cardigan. 

But however you term it, 
b e  t h a t  F a i r y 
Grungeore-Girl, make 
s u r e  y o u ' l l  b e 
c o m f o r t a b l e  a l l 
daylong. 

Vegan Leather 
is The Real Deal
The Vegan leather 

jacket is one of the most versatile 
pieces of clothing you can own. It's 
perfect for both work and play, with 
some different ways to wear it 
depending on your mood or the 
occasion. 

PU jackets are a trending fashion 
item that is available in many 
different online stores. This trend 
seems to have stemmed from 
celeb rit ies  wearing 

these outfits in 
their recent 
red carpet 
appearanc
es.

It's now 
being 

worn by people of all ages and not just vegans, 
but also who are looking for eco-friendly 
products

Vegan leather is a fashion trend that has been 
popular for a few years, and it  doesn't ttt

seem to go  away any time soon.ooo

The PU leather jacket is a fashion 
staple for many people, as it is 
versatile and can be worn in both 
winter months and summer months.

Vegan leather jackets are great for 
fashionistas who love to stay up to 
date with the latest trends. With a 
Vegan leather jacket, you can be 
sure that you will always look young 
and fun.

The trend of vegan leather jackets is not 
going anywhere anytime soon. They are 

comfortable,  fashionable,  and most 
importantly - affordable. If you want to be 
on-trend at all times, invest in a PU leather 
jacket!

To uplift your mood and make sure you 
celebrate anyupcoming festivities – In fashion, 
we've rounded up avariety of stylish, cheerful, 

and versatile mini dressesthat are definitely 
going to make a few heads turn.

Dress a floral-print outfit styled with a 
cropped jacketfrom the boardroom meetings 
to the party or a slip-on frock paired Faux fur 
jacket to dinner. For a stylishafternoon event, 
go ahead and don a classic 90s-inspired Little 
Black Dress with pointed heels and aclutch… 
you won't be disappointed.

MISS LONDON

Dressing up 
Chic in 
Winters 
sounds

unrealistic? 
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End of 2021 is right around the corner, with 2022 on the horizon but 
that only means in next to no time we`ll be able to start fresh in 
new year. Professionals have mastered the art of trend 

forecasting, whether by way of magic, research, or just absolute intuition. 
Even at the peak of a global pandemic, when we essentially passed over 
half of what was hanging in our wardrobes, fashionistas speculated that 
things like 90`s styles and sensible staples would take over 2021 — and 
they were right about it. And while we have no clue what Netflix series will 
become the new Squid Game, or what new type of diet trend will be part 
of our new year's resolution. Fashionista`s have begun predicting the 
trends of 2022. Here are trends that are going to be all over 2022. So you 
can get start out experimenting with how to style them best right at this 
very moment.

To bargain with which pieces of clothing today will feel most significant in 
the days to come, we reached out to influencer stylists and celebs for 
their insider intel. You'll be surprised to find out that their idea of what we'll 
all be trending in 2022 comprise of some of the similar styles of outfits that 
made us feel at ease and cheered over the last 2 years but paired in a way 
that gives a fresh vibe.

New Ways 
to 

Slay
in 2022

Fashionista`s 
have begun 
predicting 
the trends 
of 2022.

https://www.londonrag.com/collections/jackets/products/suede-belted-fur-lined-jacket?utm_source=Page15&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
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Mini Skirts
Sharper hemlines have replaced the midi dress rage of the past 
few years, and we're truly into it. There are ways to make this 
style work for you, whether you wish a sport a pleated skirt or a 
slick  vegan leather skirt or even a denim mini skirt. And if you 
want to flaunt some legs, to complete the look add a pair of  
boots that's still on trend.

“PLAIDS” are having a major moment right now and are 
seamless to dress up or down while still staying comfortable. 
They have been choice for more formal tasks. But to keep it 
more chill and fun. Pair a plaid skirt or shorts with cropped and 
oversized polos, sweaters,  trench coat and chunky Chelsea 
boot, for something a little more elevated or a cute flat loafer 
like these —perfect for dinner date or drinks with girlfriends.”

Jumpsuits
"2021 has been all about ease and comfort, Thinking of that 
jumpsuits and romper in monochrome will be a huge part of 
2022. Jumpsuits have that element of freshness with a touch of 
perfection, it's an alternative for monochromatic outfits. This 
stylish and elegant piece of fashion will make sure that you 
make a lasting impression. Style them with a pair of blocked 
heeled sandals or sport them with a pair of sneakers to amplify 
up your look.

We think people want to feel put together with minimal effort. 
We are trilled to see the concoction of more vivid colors, 
patterns, and texture in 2022 — staying true to fashion and 
trends, while exploring expressive styles. We are looking 
ahead through a positive lens in the whole enchilada as the 
world continues to evolve towards a post-pandemic life.”

50 Shades of Red
Fuchsia, Aurburn, Maroon, Burgundy, Tyrian, Alizarin Crimson, 
Neon Red, Carmine, Claret —all these beautiful Red hues and 
more will be big in 2022. The best thing about this trend is that 
you can tailor it to fit your style, no matter what that style may 
be. Experiment with different shades to see what goes best 
with your skin tone, but the thumb rule is that warm 
undertones look great with warmer hues (like Aurburn or 
Claret) while cooler undertones work well with cool shades (like 
Neon Red).

"For many of us it will be major wardrobe clean out — sort of a 
fashion reset. There are cloths that doesn't make sense 
anymore, and we find ourselves wanting to start fresh. We 
want variety, and we want to invest in fashion that make us feel 
great. We're getting rid of the clothes in our wardrobe that feel 
too specific, out of fashion. If you never reach for it in the 
morning, if it's sitting and accumulating space and dust on, It's 
probably ok to let it go. 

What Fashionista`s  Think Women`s be wearing in 2022

 "We will see NoSesso trend in 2022, specifically women 
wearing men's suits. Women can accomplish this look with a 

shirt and boots. Fashion which is considered masculine and 
feminine in terms of fashion will continue to advance, 
continuously mixing and accepting however a person desire to 
style themselves at that moment."

“We have started to foresee these trend hit the ramps in 2022, 
and we see these trends transpiring with the world until 'hot girl 
summer' returns next year. If you are an outside box thinker 
with style and fashion. You can slay all around the year and 
keep looking gorgeous. Remember that a great look is always 
about balance, and if you are trying this trend.

https://www.londonrag.com/collections/evening/products/chiffon-maxi-dress?variant=37897543057588&utm_source=Page16&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
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Winter 
Wish List

https://www.londonrag.com/collections/new-in/products/fur-hooded-puffer-jacket?utm_source=Page17&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
https://www.londonrag.com/products/sherpa-reversible-wearable-blanket-hoodie?utm_source=Page17&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
https://www.londonrag.com/products/sleeveless-double-breasted-teddy-coat?utm_source=Page17&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
https://www.londonrag.com/products/tie-dye-sweat-top?utm_source=Page17&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
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Never 
go out of 

Style

https://www.londonrag.com/collections/long-boots/products/madman-stretch-high-heel-velvet-boot?utm_source=Page17&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
https://www.londonrag.com/collections/boots/products/mistress-high-block-heeled-chunky-leather-boot?utm_source=Page17&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
https://www.londonrag.com/collections/long-boots/products/madman-stretch-high-heel-velvet-boot?utm_source=Page17&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
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 Fashion
true 

To

https://www.londonrag.com/collections/long-boots/products/pokey-croc-vegan-leather-over-the-knee-block-heeled-boots?utm_source=Page17&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
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3 London Rag 
Models 
To Have On Your Radar

Fashion is bold and daring, and this 
reflects a noughties generation that is 
not afraid to say what they think, or 
wear what they want. 

Fashion is not just ameans of clothing 
yourbody, it is the essenceof your 
persona l i ty  andbe l ie f s ,  and 
designersare well aware of thepower 
they hold.

Trends in fashion unify women and 
men around the world, yet they still 
allow people the ability to portray their 
style at the same time.

From LR Loyals with style to London Rag Influencer, from outfits to shoes, anything 
but your standard fashion — see who is inspiring our frequenters on Instagram now.

COMMUNITY 
‘INFLUENCER’ 
PROGRAMME

Miss London has launched a Community Influencer program where you get 25% 
discount* on every purchase. Also get custom coupons that you can share with your 
friends and family.

#lrgirl   #LRGlobal   #misslondon

And when you tag us on Social Media, while flaunting our products. You a get chance to 
be featured in our Magazine.

The beauty of this is everyone can be a part of the programme, whether you’re a full-
time influencer or a fashion genius. Coupon code is valid only as long as the person 
you’ve referred uses unique code and makes their purchases within 7 days. 

Use Coupon:  
MISSLONDON

HERE’S A WAY YOU CAN GET EXCLUSIVE OFFERS! 



LONDONM
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Never  

Style
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https://www.instagram.com/misslondonmagazine/?utm_source=MissLondonMag&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=MissLondon&utm_id=MissLondon
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